
Precalculus Summer Assignment

Your summer assignment for precalculus this year consists of three parts, dealing primarily with
�inding patterns. Nearly all of precalculus and math itself is recognizing patterns and using those
patterns to predict outcomes in new situations. Because of the importance of patterns, we will be
practicing �inding patterns this summer to prepare you for our year together.  Make sure to join
our Precalculus Google Classroom. The code is: lypm57q

Part 1: Finding patterns in the world around you.

For this assignment, you will need to take 4 pictures of di�erent patterns that you see around you.
One of the pictures may be a pattern you �ind in your house or other architecture, but the other 3
pictures must be naturally occurring...not man-made. These last 3 pictures must be taken outside.
All 4 pictures must be taken by you and uploaded into the Google Slides presentation linked in
our Google Classroom. On each slide, you will need to include the picture, the date you took the
picture, its location and a title that you give to the picture.  The more creative, the better!

Part 2: Finding patterns in Scripture.

This part of the assignment asks you to �ind one passage of scripture that deals with patterns
and/or numbers. Write 3 questions about that passage. They may be “mathy” questions (that you
might �ind on a math test), and at least one question that you have about the spiritual signi�icance
of that passage. (The question cannot be, “What is the spiritual signi�icance of this passage?” in
case you were wondering!) After those questions include your thoughts on the passage and
possibly answers to the questions. It's ok if you don’t know all the answers to the questions--that’s
why we ask them!

Part 3: Finding patterns in the arithmetic mistakes we make.

In this part of the assignment, we’ll be
looking at mistakes we commonly
make and work to understand the
concepts well enough so that we can
prevent ourselves from repeating
those mistakes.  Our primary focus
will be simplifying fractions. This
section includes notes with a video,
and homework, with an answer key.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Y9wLwBFuKGy_9bv0bOflEgK7Ymu9v0l5YrlUCTNq5pU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r6PKUgBMf5D6KhCtTWHKA9-qxoiTldCHaYOq1ZC6yJM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hfThIY-t7Umf3D2fKMhakFFCYJweGDgfp66Qa88XZE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H8x4r74fNmnazlTb33puUVhXPaOr5q4I/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17SooA1KXaWx2rzx_zUyd47N-l7KcrgH0Dt4PkWI8jQI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m2_U0EiMFKg9MB0gjX745VOK9iPggcCY/view?usp=sharing

